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ABSTRACT
Digitally sharing our experiences engages a process of empathy shaped by available informational cues. Biosensory data is one informative cue, but the relationship to empathy is underexplored. In this study, we investigate this process by showing a video of a “target” person’s visual perspective watching a virtual reality film to sixty “observers”. We vary information available to observers via three experimental conditions: a baseline unmodified video, video with narrative text, or with a graph of electrodermal activity (EDA) of the target. Compared to baseline, narrative text increased empathic accuracy (EA) while EDA had an opposite, negative effect. Qualitatively, observers described their empathic processes as using their own feelings supplemented with the information presented depending on the interpretability of that information. Both narration and EDA prompted observers to reconsider assumptions about another’s experience. Our findings lead to a discussion of digitally-mediated empathy with implications for associated research and product development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Research Motivation and Goals
Scientific meta-analyses of historical trends suggest that levels of empathy in the United States may be at a low [20]. Ideological and political divides are growing and a critical eye has settled upon social networking services for their potential role in reinforcing this rift as a byproduct of increasingly filtered and curated social environments functioning as echo-chambers [3, 8]. More clarity and flexibility communicating one’s inner thoughts and context enables improved understanding by others. The most direct version of this process occurs during in-person interpersonal communication in which one person describes their experience to another using a rich set of verbal and nonverbal cues such as facial expression, physical gestures, touch, voice, words, posture, etc. We can relate to one another by understanding
each others’ perspectives and reactions to experiences via these cues which are shaped by our identities, histories, and relationships.

Digital communication frees us of the requirement to be physically collocated, but comes at the cost of limiting what cues are available to convey an experience. The availability of these cues has been shown to have effects on crucial social processes like trust development [5]. Users of social media, video sharing, and streaming platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, and Twitch participate in mediated experience sharing. In many cases, the images and videos posted to these sites are augmented with additional information like text descriptions, emojis, embedded video of the creator’s face, and more. Biosensory data is one such information type recently explored in HCI research which may afford a unique kind of additional context – one that may bear directly on internal experience.

Building upon research from HCI and psychology in the areas of empathy and mediated interactions, we conducted an experimental study to investigate how different informational cues about a target individual’s experience influence observers’ accuracy predicting the target’s affect. Additionally, we interviewed observers regarding their impressions and use of these cues when making their predictions about the target. Because previous research has indicated that target-observer dyad characteristics such as race [31], motivational differences by gender [17], class [21], and relationship closeness [9] affect empathic processes and could reinforce stereotyping by the observer, the present study focuses on anonymized communication in order to better isolate the effects of different informational cues as well as explore anonymity as it is uniquely possible in mediated communication. Compared to other informational cues for empathy like facial expression and voice, biosensory information in the way it is employed here does not clearly disclose one’s identity.

Our aim with this research is to offer insights into the fundamental social dynamics of an increasingly technologically-mediated world. What qualities affect how well someone understands our emotional states in digital communications? Are some types of information more apt than others for conveying our emotions and engendering an accurate interpretation by another? Could surfacing and sharing typically invisible information about our bodies’ emotional responses augment this process? This study addresses these important questions with implications for the design and further research of communication systems for fostering empathy.

Related Work
Motivated Empathy & Empathic Accuracy
The ability of individuals to empathize in various scenarios is a complex but long studied topic. Our modern understanding of empathy involves two key components: observers’ perception and understanding of a target’s affective state, and observers feeling targets’ affective states, referred to as cognitive and affective empathy, respectively. Furthermore, recent research has questioned the classical assumption that empathy is an immutable trait. Instead, “motivated empathy” proposes that the process of empathy is at least partly under our control and further delineates subcomponents related to cognitive empathy: “mind perception” the detection of another’s internal states, and “mentalizing” the drawing of explicit inferences about another’s emotions [32]. Part of this theory includes possible strategies to control empathy including “attention modulation”, that observers can increase or decrease empathy by adjusting their attention to social targets’ emotions; and “appraisal” in which “observers might shift their beliefs about the intensity of targets affective states”. These ideas echo findings from social neuroscience research showing the brain’s pain matrix activates when one person is cued that a close other is experiencing pain [7, 28] and that activation is modulated by the observer’s perceived intensity and saliency of the pain [2]. These motivational qualities of empathy provide an opportunity for designing technological systems that shift the attention of an observer toward affective cues and augment their abilities of mind perception and mentalizing.

Our abilities to meaningfully and productively engage with one another for social understanding and support, whether we are distressed or filled with joy, are predicated upon how well we can both convey our own internal states as well as understand the internal states of others. This skill in “everyday mind reading” is referred to in psychological research as “empathic accuracy” (EA) [18]. By measuring the effects different informational cues have on EA, we can better design for the cognitive component of empathy in mediated communication.

HCI & Social Biosensing
In the field of HCI, compelling designs of technological system and applications explore new platforms and channels for empathic communication. Social perspective taking, defined as “the process of an ‘observer’ discerning the thoughts, feelings, and motivations of a ‘target’ ” [10], has been recently explored using virtual reality (VR). An exemplary case is one series of experiments indicating improved helping behavior toward individuals with colorblindness after an embodied simulation of being colorblind using VR [1]. Recent directions in affective computing encourage an interactional,
rather than informational, model of emotion representation in HCI systems in which users are actively engaged in interpreting of emotion-related data alongside situational context, as opposed to relying on hardline system-generated classifications [4]. Intentional use of ambiguity in the design of HCI systems has been proposed as a way to enable and encourage this active consideration and meaning-making by users [12], a process particularly relevant to an arena as multifaceted as the interpretation of others’ emotions.

Slovák et al. showed evidence linking consistent electrodermal activity (EDA), small changes in the moisture of the skin related to emotional arousal, synchronicity between pairs of individuals conversing in real-world settings with high emotional engagement and described applications for social skills learning and enhancing remote communication [30]. Some of the same researchers explored the sharing of heart rate data to improve social connectedness and reduce loneliness, finding distinctions between the perception of this data as information versus connection [29] and suggesting heart rate as a useful cue of intimacy that can function similarly to gaze and interpersonal distance when attributed to a target [19]. Further still, exploratory design work has been done with wearable devices allowing interpersonal sharing of breathing motions [25] and EDA-modulated color changing fabric to study wearers’ and observers’ interpretations of this ambiguous signal [16]. One study testing social biosensing in the wild built an app that allowed users to share their heart rate with an accompanying message, finding that context was key to using this biosignal for emotional disclosure [23]. The importance of context comes up again in an investigation of the expressivity of electroencephalography (EEG) data, which also explores a range of visualizations from a raw graph to a set of emojis finding the majority of participants preferring the subjective interpretability and information density of the more raw forms [22]. Another in the wild implementation of heart rate sharing in text communication found it allowed conversation partners to better perceive when the other was angry or excited and as well as a desire among users to see and interpret even small fluctuations in the signal and to see their partner’s real-time reaction to reading their message [15]. The present study is intended to compliment the largely qualitative findings of these works with a quantitative investigation of social biosensing effects on empathy. An intriguing duality of biosignals is their status as both intimate and analytical; while they’re sourced from the innermost sensations of a person’s body, the forms in which they are often represented or explained like numbers and graphs give them medical or scientific quality. Therefore in relation to empathy, we expected biosignals represented in this way to affect cognitive (rather than affective) empathy, which informed the focus of our study.

In a review including many of these examples, Chanel et al. emphasize the potential of displaying normally hidden cues like physiology for social interaction and connection [6]. In their study of perspective taking and virtual reality, Gehlbach et al. describe evidence suggesting perspective taking can, counterintuitively, reinforce stereotyping if the target is highly stereotype-consistent [13]. Given the possibilities of anonymity in computer-mediated interactions, an exploration of perspective taking via more anonymized forms could be an avenue to reap the benefits while avoiding this drawback. This emerging field of research is promising, but the dynamics and efficacy of sharing experiences augmented by biosensory information have yet to be examined through the lens of empathy which is the aim of the present research.

Research Questions & Hypotheses

Following the notion that empathy has a motivational component as well as studies from HCI demonstrating the empathic potentials of sharing biosensory data and perspective taking, we carried out an experimental study paired with semi-structured interviews to answer our research question:

RQ: How does the type of information presented about a target’s experience: field of view alone (“FoV”), the addition of a textual narrative (“Narration”) or electrodermal activity (“EDA”), affect (1) the correlation with and (2) the difference between target’s self-ratings and observers’ estimations, as well as (3) their feelings of empathy toward the target?

We expected Narration to achieve the highest accuracy, lowest error, and highest feelings of empathy given the target’s high degree of control over this cue as well as the relative ease of interpreting written text. EDA we expected to perform in the middle as it provides indirect information about the target’s internal state and as demonstrated by previous research can increase connectedness and intimacy, though it is less controllable and straightforward compared to narration. With no additional information about the target’s experience present, we expected FoV to result in the lowest accuracy, highest error, and lowest feelings of empathy. Thus our hypotheses for the quantitative assessments can be summarized as:

H1: Narration > EDA > FoV for observer EA
H2: FoV > EDA > Narration for observer rating error
H3: Narration > EDA > FoV for observer feelings of empathy

Additionally, we sought to gain qualitative understanding of observers’ impressions, perceptions, and utilization of different information types through semi-structured interviews in all conditions. While the quantitative measures allowed us
to address our specific hypotheses, they are not well-suited to capture the many facets and nuanced nature of empathy which the interviews could allow for.

2 METHODS

Participants and Data Collection

Study participants were recruited via e-mail through an on-campus experimental lab at a large public university. 60 participants took the role of “observers” attempting to assess the feelings of a target using a stimulus determined by each of the three study conditions. Three other participants were removed after researchers agreed they did not sufficiently understand task instructions. The only selection criteria beyond those who responded to the e-mail advertisement was the ability to speak and understand English and not having seen the film used in the study before. Observers were randomly placed into one of the three study conditions. These 60 participants had a mean age of 20.7 ± 3.1, 45 identified themselves as female, and 13 as male. All participants were undergraduate or graduate students at the university where the study was conducted.

From a separate set of four pilot participants, one was selected to act as the observers’ “target”. This target provided data about their experience which was used to create stimuli and compare with observers’ assessments to calculate outcomes like EA. This target was not intended to be representative of all possible users, but instead functioned as an example to generate stimuli that would allow comparisons between observers receiving different information types, the main manipulation of this study. This participant scored moderately on emotional expressivity, was at least moderately expressive in their narration about the VR experience, and had a suitable amount of variation in their EDA data recorded during the VR experience, and was therefore deemed suitable for selection.

After agreeing to an electronic informed consent form via the recruitment e-mail, participants completed a set of online questionnaires which included demographics and the Berkeley Expressivity Questionnaire (BEQ) [14]. Participants were paid $5 for completing these online questionnaires, and were subsequently invited to participate in the in-person portion of the study for which they were paid an additional $20 for completing.

The in-person portion of the study was split into two phases: one to gather information from the target participant to generate stimuli, and a second to expose this stimuli to observers as they complete an empathic accuracy task followed by a semi-structured interview. Timelines of these two phases are shown in Figure 1. The recruitment process and study protocol was approved by the local ethics review board.

Target Phase. In the first phase the target experienced a short immersive VR film presented using an HTC Vive while wearing an Empatica E4 wristband which recorded their EDA. The participant was seated in a swivel chair and was instructed they could look around during the film but not to move from the chair. The use of VR allowed a greater level of immersion and presence for the target, and enabled seamless recording of the target’s visual perspective to show to observers as a simulation of the online practice of sharing photos or video of one’s first-person experiences. For this study the film Pearl was selected, an award-winning 6 minute immersive animated film released as part of Google’s Spotlight Stories series. The film is available for download free of charge on the HTC Vive store and a 360 degree YouTube video version is also available. The film tells the story of a father and daughter through snapshots of the daughter’s childhood and teenage years while the two lived out of their car. This film was selected for several reasons: it allows for exploration in a seated position without too much movement to alleviate motion effects on biosensory data capture, the various scenes in the story were likely to elicit a range of positive and negative emotional responses, and the family-focused theme was thought to be widely relatable to a young adult audience such as the participant pool.

An audiovisual recording of the target’s field of view was produced and subsequently played back for the target on a 2D laptop computer screen. While watching the playback, the target was asked to narrate how they were feeling throughout the experience. The audio of this narration was also recorded. The target then performed a cued-recall task, further described in [24], in which they used a USB rating dial to continuously rate the valence of their experience on an 11-point on-screen scale labeled Very Negative (-5), Neutral (0), and Very Positive (5) as they watched the video a second time. Prior to this activity they completed a short 30-second practice and were given a chance to ask questions or clarify the task. The video presentation, narration recording, and dial ratings were collected using PsychoPy [26]. Finally, the target provided ratings on how they felt overall for 17 discrete emotions: aesthetic appreciation, amusement, anger, anxiety, awe, boredom, calmness, confusion, disgust, excitement, fear, interest, joy, nostalgia, pride, sadness, and surprise each assessed on 7-point Likert-type scales.

Observer Phase. The primary manipulation for this study was the type of anonymous information observers were given while assessing the target’s original experience. These information types constituted the three conditions of the study: (1) visual perspective via a recording of the target’s VR headset field of view (“FoV”), (2) FoV accompanied by the target’s

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WqCH4DNQBUA
Figure 1: Timeline of study procedures for the two phases of the study: the target phase where the target experienced a short film in VR and data was gathered about their experience to generate stimuli, and the observer phase where empathic accuracy was assessed by study condition with a rating task and follow-up questionnaires and semi-structured interviews.

Observers were asked to do a task similar to the cued-recall dial ratings the target completed, but rather than rating their own feelings, they were asked to perform an empathic accuracy task modeled after [33], in which they rate how they thought the original viewer was feeling on the same 11-point scale from Very Negative to Very Positive continuously throughout the video. A photo of the setup for the rating dial tasks is shown in Figure 3. While this task is somewhat complex, requiring the observer to watch the video for the first time and make their ratings, this situation is most similar to mediated communication scenarios where e.g. a recipient simultaneously parses their own and the sender’s experience.

Like the target, observers did a short 30-second practice with an unrelated video before the task and were given the opportunity to ask questions or clarify the task. Just before beginning the empathic accuracy task, participants read a short set of instructions that varied by condition: for the FoV condition this was a simple reminder to rate how they think the original viewer was feeling. For the Narration condition this reminder included a note that subtitles would be shown along the bottom of the screen provided by the original viewer about how they were feeling. Finally, for the EDA condition the same reminder was included as in the FoV condition, along with the following description:

*In the real task you will also see a moving graph of the viewer’s electrodermal activity (EDA) while*
Figure 2: Example screen shots from the stimuli shown to participants during the rating task for each of the conditions: Field of View (FoV), Narration, and EDA. All conditions displayed the rating scale along the top of the screen, which moved when the participant adjusted the USB dial. The Narration condition showed text transcribed from the target’s narration of their experience similar to subtitles. The EDA condition showed an animated graph of the target’s EDA which was populated as the video progressed, displaying the current and historical EDA data of the target.

Figure 3: Experimental setup for the cued-recall rating task for the target and the empathic accuracy task for observers. The USB rating dial can be seen in the bottom right, which controlled the position of the selector on the scale titled either “How were you feeling?” (for the target) or “How was the viewer feeling?” (for observers), ends labeled “Very Negative” and “Very Positive”.

After the rating task, observers answered a set of questions including two “state empathy” questions from [11] to assess feelings of empathy: “I felt as though I were in the viewer’s shoes” and “I imagined myself in the viewer’s situation”. The post-task questions also included overall ratings of the target in the same 17 7-point Likert-type scales the target completed, and two additional 7-point Likert-type scales about the difficulty of the rating task and their level of confidence in their ratings. Finally, each observer participated in a semi-structured interview probing general impressions, their strategy in the rating task, and what they thought of the EDA and narrative information. Interview questions are listed in Appendix A.

Data Analysis

Empathic accuracy (EA) was calculated as the Pearson R coefficient of the time-series correlation between the target’s cued-recall dial ratings and an observer’s mirrored time-series of ratings of how they thought the target felt. In addition, a measure of observer error was calculated as the difference between observers’ and target’s ratings. As a correlation, values in the EA measure are more sensitive to directionality of rating changes, whereas the error measure is more sensitive to absolute differences between the two time series.

We calculated means across participants in each condition for these values and conducted ANOVAs as omnibus tests of statistical difference, which, if below the chosen significance threshold of $p < 0.05$, were followed up with pairwise t-tests. The same difference of means testing was also carried out for the post-questionnaire items of state empathy, overall emotion rating accuracy, task difficulty, and reported confidence.

**they were in the VR experience.**

**EDA** is a measure of changes in moisture or sweatiness of the skin. The meaning of EDA is not fully understood, but increases in EDA have been associated with different forms of arousal such as fear, surprise, stress, or excitement.
ANOVA among these conditions was not significant (F = 8.117, p < 0.001), and follow-up pairwise t-test comparisons were also all significant: FoV and Narration (T = 3.439, p < 0.001), FoV and EDA (T = 7.021, p < 0.001), and EDA and Narration (T = 6.097, p < 0.001). Figure 4 shows mean observer ratings by condition over the course of the film duration as well as the target’s self-ratings, paired with annotations detailing events in the stimuli. The left panel of Figure 5 shows the significant difference in overall means between conditions. These results reject part of H1 which predicted FoV to have the lowest error, followed by Narration, and finally EDA.

Rating Error
Among participants in the field of view condition, mean observer error was 1.759 ± 0.570, for participants in Narration 1.553 ± 0.419, and EDA with 1.759 ± 0.556. A one-way ANOVA among these conditions was not significant (F = 0.892, p = 0.416). The right panel of Figure 5 shows mean rating error by condition. These results reject H2 which predicted FoV to have the lowest error, followed by Narration, and finally EDA.

Post-Rating Task Measures
Figure 6 shows mean values for four post-rating task measures observers completed: the mean of the two state empathy questions, mean accuracy labeling overall emotions of the target, rating task difficulty, and observers’ reported confidence in their ratings. None of these measures resulted in significant ANOVA tests, indicating no statistical differences between conditions for these values which includes the rejection of H3 regarding state empathy differences between conditions.

Qualitative Findings
Interview transcripts were analyzed to identify emerging themes on strategies employed by participants to gauge the target’s emotions, their opinions on the EDA and narration information, as well as general impressions of the tasks.

Acute Attention to Available Cues. In all conditions participants reported reading into various cues that were available to them regarding the target’s feelings. In conditions with and without supplementary information observers reported relying on cues from the elements of the content itself such as color, lighting, music and facial expressions of the characters in the story, to infer the target’s feelings. In response to what strategies they used when predicting the target’s feelings one participant stated: “I thought it was a little difficult to interpret but with the color schemes and all the facial expressions, I was able to get what was going on a little bit”. Participants were very attentive to specific features of the supplementary information whether it was narrative information or the EDA sensor data. Such cues also seemed to serve as a reminder to rate the target’s feelings rather than their own. In the Narration condition, participants isolated adjectives as important cues for how the viewer was feeling: “I paid a lot of attention to the adjectives or the way that they said they were feeling and then I used that to guide the rating” or, “…like every time (they) say there’s surprise or just little words like that, I thought the text was super helpful in helping with the flow of the video, sometimes when I was unsure what to rate I just referred to the text and it cleared things up”. Participants who saw the viewer’s EDA data as supplementary information were attentive to peaks in the graph, though reported that it wasn’t always helpful in their task: “when it spikes up or down that’s when I would really pay attention to see why the viewer felt like that, had that spike”. It’s clear from the significantly lower EA in the EDA condition that even when many participants said they generally ignored the EDA graph, the presence of this data did affect their ratings in some way.

Mind Perception via Narration and EDA. A similarity that emerged among the Narration and EDA conditions was that both functioned to remind the observer of the existence of the original viewer and that they may have different reactions than themselves. These cues nudged observers to question their assumptions about the viewer’s experience or identity. One participant in the Narration condition reflected on the power of the narration to guide their ratings beyond their own reactions to the film: “I couldn’t let my feelings get in the way and had to look at it from what I was reading about how the narrator felt”. A participant in the EDA condition found they were affected by the EDA graph in a similar way, noting that the activity of the graph where they didn’t expect it led them to consider how the target was different from themself: “sometimes I felt like there were some spikes where I thought there shouldn’t be but maybe it was because the viewer was a parent and maybe they would know some things that kids don’t... Maybe that’s why”. In both of these cases and many others, the additional information prevented observers from relying solely on their own reactions to the
Figure 4: The target’s self-ratings during *Pearl* alongside mean observer ratings in each condition with standard deviations shaded. Occurrences of film events, present in all three conditions, are labeled in the FoV center panel. Narration text and EDA activity events are labeled in the Narration (top) and EDA (bottom) panels. Annotations are detailed in the table below.
film content contrary to participants in the FoV condition who had no supplementary information.

Authority Attribution by Cue Interpretability. While the conditions shared similarities, a particularly interesting distinction between the narrative and EDA cues was their respective utility and the level of authority observers attributed to them when describing their rating strategies. In the EDA condition, observers spoke about referencing the graph secondarily to the content of the video, allowing the context to be the primary dictator of the viewer’s experience and the EDA graph to offer auxiliary input of lesser importance to the rating task, as one participant in the EDA condition described: “whenever I saw something that would [make me] change the position of the dial, I looked at the graph to see if it changed, the viewer’s EDA. If it did, and I agreed, then I would move it in the direction that I thought that the spike indicated”. Here the participant first watched for changes in the film that they felt would cause an emotional response and only then would look to the EDA graph activity for confirmation. In the Narration condition, however, the relationship between the context and supplementary information was swapped, where a common strategy involved a much higher reliance on the narrative text and secondarily on the context to confirm their interpretation of the viewer’s words, one participant in the Narration condition noted: “when she said that it feels pretty sad, I was convinced that she was feeling negative and I moved it further... So I used a little bit of what I could see in the visual like the expressions but especially more of what the text was saying”. In contrast to the EDA condition, this participant’s response indicates they predominantly used the narrative text to guide their ratings, supplemented by their interpretation of the film content. It’s important to note the storylike nature of this film did allow many participants to interpret an intended emotional response without any supplementary information specific to the target. Several participants across conditions described rating what an “average person” might feel, as a functional proxy for the target’s experience.

Reactions to an Unfamiliar Signal. Participants had notable reactions and interpretations of the EDA information in particular, likely because it is a novel type of data not commonly encountered outside of research. Participants generally had little to no prior experience with EDA, and thus based their knowledge of the signal solely on the short, purposefully non-specific instructions provided to them before the task. Some participants chose to ignore the data given the inexact description while others were thoughtfully skeptical as described by one participant in the EDA condition: “there are people who will get sweaty you know because they’re excited and they’re nervous so you can mix those emotions so I feel like the graph isn’t too specific with how they’re feeling at the moment just kind of gives you this graph”. Here the participant discerned that the EDA information did not provide a straightforward indicator of the target’s feelings given their own knowledge of mixed emotions. Some interpreted the signal based on their own experiences with sweat, as one participant describes: “I thought that the higher your EDA the more moisture in your skin you might produce was usually like when you’re worrying, when you’re anxious, you get sweaty clammy hands that sort of thing”. This participant’s association of sweat with anxiety or nerves clearly affected their interpretation more than the description of EDA provided that stated EDA changes can also be due to positive experiences like excitement. For many participants the target’s EDA graph did not match their expectations given their own interpretation of the content, as one describes their process: “I was noticing where it peaked, and I didn’t really know why it peaked at this particular scenes. I still don’t know why. Because I didn’t feel any specific emotion during those specific scenes. I felt some of the more emotional scenes were elsewhere in the video. I didn’t see the relationship”. Participants like this one talked about placing some trust in the EDA data to aid them in their ratings at the beginning of the task, but due to the signal’s ambiguous and confusing nature they were easily swayed to discount its veracity when they saw EDA activity where they didn’t expect any given their own interpretation of the content.

Observer Cue Suggestions. One interview question asked participants to think of other types of information about the target that would have helped them rate their feelings. Some participants reported they would want more information about who the target is to aid in understanding their reaction. Other participants described various data streams including facial expression, speech and other sounds like breathing or gasps, and one participant mentioned heart rate.
Here a participant describes using audio information for similar purposes: “maybe audio as well, like if they expelled a lot of breath, they’d be pretty shocked, or I dunno if someone’s really emotive they might say “Aww!” or something like that [...] like when you’re in a movie theater and you hear people make sounds, you can understand their reactions”. Vocal exertions like those described by this participant may also allow for the advantages of anonymity and automatic recording and embedding and are worth future exploration as a type of informational cue.

4 DISCUSSION

Attention Modulation in Mediated Communication

In all conditions, participants reported keen attention to details of the content including lighting, color, music, and character expressions and of the supplementary information like particular adjectives in the narration or small fluctuations in the EDA graph. Participants’ reported engagement with these various cues hearkens to the attention modulation strategy Zaki proposes as a way to up or down-regulate empathy [32]. In face-to-face scenarios using this strategy to increase empathy would involve increased attention to a person’s appearance or behavior, and in our anonymous setting where these cues are unavailable this appears to be mirrored instead using cues from the content, emotion-laden words or phrases narration, or EDA graph activity. This is a reminder of the importance of carefully considering the informational cues afforded by a system and to not underestimate the level of detail that users may read into them consciously or otherwise and subsequently draw conclusions that may or may not be accurate.

Implications for Digitally-Mediated Empathy

Our finding that the addition of EDA information resulted in significantly decreased EA performance ran counter to the expectation that FoV provided the least information, and would therefore perform worst in the rating task (see H1). On the contrary, EDA seemed to distract participants even when many reported ignoring it, and some described a mechanism by which the EDA signal prompted them to second-guess their ratings. Even with the presence of a first-person point of view as context, EDA was interpreted very differently among observers and thus is likely not a reliable cue if designing for observer accuracy, at least in the form explored here. This echoes qualitative findings from the related social biosensing research previously discussed, that EDA is often perceived as an unfamiliar and ambiguous signal for non-experts. One way to improve this may be to include a form of observer training in which they can see how their own EDA is affected by their emotions and thus establish improved intersubjectivity regarding the EDA information they receive about a target.

Though an increase in EA was expected and found for the high-fidelity, interpretable, and familiar information type of narrative text, it is unknown how dependent this type of cue may be on a target’s verbal expressivity. Less verbally expressive targets may find that biosensory information or other cues are comparable or advantageous versus describing their emotions; the effectiveness of different informational cues for targets with a range of verbal expressivity is worth future exploration. In addressing H2, no significant effect of information type on rating error was found, suggesting that additional narration information did not improve observers’ accuracy of the magnitude of the target’s ratings.
over FoV, and neither did additional EDA worsen this measure of performance. Contrary to H3, information type had no significant effect on participants’ state empathy. This may be because FoV alone already affords a high degree of feeling “in someone’s shoes” leaving little room for improvement; participants’ mean state empathy ratings were above 5 on a 7-point scale in all conditions.

We can compare these results to a similar study which assessed audiovisual, visual-only, and audio-only informational channels of targets describing emotional experiences. There, audiovisual information resulted in the highest EA at $r = 0.47$, followed by audio-only with $r = 0.31$, and lastly visual only with $r = 0.21$ [33]. In comparison, all of our EA values are relatively high, likely in no small part due to the content being available to observers and this content being a short film with an intended interpretation. The significant increase in EA in the Narration condition and decrease in the EDA condition however indicate that the content alone was not solely determinant of EA, and could be increased or decreased with the addition of supplementary information.

Two very different types of supplementary information’s shared function as a reminder to consider the feelings of the target as separate from one’s own was a particularly interesting finding. We saw this qualitatively in the interviews with observers and in the mean observer ratings in Figure 4 which centers around neutral more than in other conditions, an indication perhaps that an effect of the EDA information was that observers second-guessed their ratings and avoided the extremes of the scale in their predictions. Accuracy is neither wholly representative of real-life empathic processes, nor is it the sole important measure to track for improved mediated social interaction and understanding. The simple reminder to consider that someone may be different from oneself with their own reactions, feelings, and interpretations of a piece of content, a form of the aforementioned mind perception component of empathy, could be extremely valuable. A biosignal like EDA may allow this to be achieved anonymously removing the possibility to reinforce stereotypes or other prejudices, and can be produced automatically, an improvement over a cue like narration. Sharing experiences in this way could diversify and broaden observers’ world views while preventing assumptions based on a target’s identity.

5 LIMITATIONS
Scope Limitations
This study was conducted in a controlled laboratory setting, with a population of young adult US college students. Future work must consider cultural differences with more diverse populations and settings outside a research lab. We chose to have the target be unknown to observers, but in reality many mediated interactions occur between people who know information about one another to different degrees and at various levels of closeness. A public post or comment on Facebook for example typically includes a name and photo from which characteristics like race, age, sex, and nationality may be inferred (correctly or not). Further research should explore how this affects observers’ motivation and ability to empathize.

Another limitation to this work is our use of a single target. While the purpose of this study was to test the effect of information channels on observer interpretations, different targets will have different reactions to the same content and it is important for future research to include a larger set of targets and with a range of narrative expressivity and EDA reactivity.

Operationalization of Empathy
The affective dial rating task method we used in this study is an artifact of the experimental design enabling quantitative analysis and hypothesis testing. In psychophysiology research EDA has been shown to be more related to the arousal dimension of affect than valence [27], and thus if the EA task was instead to rate the arousal of the results may be quite different which is worth future exploration. This and other work employing EA as a measure does so via valence rating accuracy because it is typically more salient than arousal in everyday interaction and interpretation of arousal may further complicate the already complex EA task. Still, the task is only a proxy for real-world empathy in which there are many varied informational cues available, and far more complexity than rating how positive or negative someone is feeling along a single dimension. Furthermore, the measures of empathic accuracy and rating error were quantifiable and thus enabled comparisons by condition, but are likely not the sole desired outcomes when considering someone else’s point of view in an everyday scenario. We gathered qualitative feedback from our participants in semi-structured interviews because there is much to be learned even if the empathic accuracy results are ignored altogether; in a certain light the task itself can be seen as an interactive probe in which participants had some reason to focus their attention on understanding the original viewer’s point of view, providing an experience to reflect on immediately after in the interview.

Future Work
The study of mediated empathy, especially the association with sharing biosensory information, is a young field and there remain many directions to pioneer. This study in particular is suggestive of a few key paths to pursue.
Many participants reported it was easy to interpret the short film content we used in this study. To examine situations when empathizing may be more difficult (but likely more important), future work should test with more controversial and/or personally significant content for a target, when they may respond very differently than an “average viewer” or in a non-straightforward way. Understanding differences between one another is as important for empathic processes as learning about similarities. Alternative content may not be entertainment-focused at all, and instead could be generated from participants’ everyday experiences and thus be a higher fidelity representation of the type of content shared in mediated environments like social media platforms.

Another enlightening manipulation would be to vary the authority or certainty with which instructions regarding a signal like EDA are presented. This study used an ambiguous description, but it’s important to ascertain the degree to which participants weigh unknown data types when empathizing if they are given an impression that it is a strong, accurate signal for defined emotional responses.

As previously mentioned, the analytical nature of the visual graphical display format of the target’s EDA was expected to primarily affect cognitive empathy which this study focused on. Affective empathy, the direct feeling of another’s emotions, and the effectiveness of different informational cues to produce it is worth future exploration. It is likely that in order for biosensory information to induce affective empathy, its representation should be more akin to the source of the signal as a physical manifestation rather than a visual number, icon, or graph.

6 CONCLUSION

Investigating the effects of different cues on the cognitive component of mediated empathy, we found that while narrative information resulted in higher accuracy inferring the valence of an anonymous other’s experience, the addition of biosensory information significantly lowered accuracy echoing findings in related work that this information type is ambiguous and difficult to interpret precisely. Qualitatively we found that both types of information served as reminders of another’s presence and that their experience may be different from one’s own, suggesting that biosensory information, which can be collected and embedded automatically, can aid in the mind perception precursor to empathy. Designers of mediated communications systems should carefully consider these types of informational cues and their effects on users’ ability to empathize with each other, especially given the ever-increasing prevalence and varied usage of mediated communications. Future work should continue to explore this and other empathy-related phenomena with larger and more diverse populations, in more diverse settings, and other creative designs implementing biosensory cues.

A SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

- In general, what did you think of what you did today?
- How did you split your attention between the video and [sensor/narrative] information?
- What did the positive and negative ends of the scale represent for you?
- How do you think the sensor information matched what the viewer was feeling?
- What strategies or information did you use when predicting the viewer’s feelings?
- How would you describe the viewer you rated?
- If you had to guess, what kind of person do you think the viewer is?
- How did you feel about the [text descriptions/sensor data] from the viewer?
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